
A Russian Commercial Remote Sensing Success Story

Arising from the unique characteristics of the Russian landscape – much of which comprises huge areas of steppe, forest, 

mountain, tundra and permafrost with a very low population density – remote sensing imagery is now playing a prominent role

in the generation of geo-information products within the Russian Federation. Often the use of medium-resolution spaceborne

imagery providing wide area coverage is the appropriate solution to the problems of mapping and monitoring such huge areas.

This was the perspective offered at a recent conference by Dr. V. Gershenzon, the managing director of the ScanEx company.

Based on this statement, it seemed that it would be interesting to visit this company and to see and hear something about its

activities in the field of spaceborne remote sensing during my recent stay in Moscow – and indeed this proved to be the case! 

By Gordon Petrie

Background
The ScanEx company began its operations as a commercial company in

1989, first building inexpensive ground receiving terminals that could

receive the low-resolution image data that was (and still is) being broad-

cast at VHF frequencies by the polar-orbiting NOAA weather satellites. After

which, during the 1990s, the company developed its more powerful ScanER

ground stations that could receive the space image data with a 35 m GSD

that was being transmitted at X-band frequencies from the Russian Resurs-

01 satellites. A network of these ScanER ground stations was supplied to

Russian government agencies that gave them the capability of receiving

this data locally in a decentralised manner across most of the country.

Due to the decline in the number of Russian Earth Observation (EO) satel-

lites that were operational by the end of the 1990s, the company then

turned its attention to the provision of ground stations that were capable

of receiving image data from foreign EO satellites.

By 2001, ScanEx had developed that could receive image

data directly from the Indian IRS-1C/D satellites. Since then, the company

has steadily expanded both the range and the capabilities of its ground

station products to be able to receive data from other optical satellites.

They now include the Indian IRS-P5

(Cartosat-1) and -P6 (Resourcesat-1)

satellites; the Israeli EROS-A and -B

high-resolution satellites; the French

SPOT-2 and -4 spacecraft; and the

American Terra and Aqua (EOS) satel-

lites. The capability to receive imagery

from the newer Russian satellites such as

the Meteor-3M weather satellite that oper-

ated between 2001 and 2006; the Monitor-

E that operated between 2005 and

2007; and the high-resolution Resurs

DK-1 satellite that was launched in 2006,

has also been developed. In addition,

ground stations have been developed

to receive image data from

radar satellites such as the

Canadian Radarsat-1 and ESA’s

Envisat. In parallel with all of

this intensive hardware devel-

opment, a range of 

has also been devel-

oped to support the acquisi-

tion, processing and archiving

of the image data that could

be received by these different

types of ground station.

Recently ScanEx has become a

that it

now acquires directly using its own in-house network of ground stations,

as well as acting as a distributor of other types of spaceborne imagery.

Finally, most recently, it has become a major force in the establishment of

geo-portals within Russia.

Current Activities
Currently ScanEx employs 120 people at its two main . The first of

these is located in Central Moscow and includes the company’s main office.

It is also the site where the company carries out the manufacture, assem-

bly and testing of its ground stations and the development of its soft-

ware products. The second site is located outside Moscow and comprises

a ground receiving station and the facilities for the archiving, processing

and sale of the image data received by its own ground station network.

Given this overall background and arising from the various developments

that have been outlined above, the specific activities that are currently

being carried out by the ScanEx company are the following:-
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Fig. 1 – The tracking antenna of an Alice-SC ground station equipped

with a 1.2 m diameter reflector dish that is being used for the reception

of AVHRR data in HRPT format from NOAA satellites.

Fig. 2 – The tracking antenna 

system of a UniScan-36 ground 

station equipped with a 3.1 m

diameter reflector dish that is

undergoing tests in a 

Moscow park.
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The design, manufacture, sale and support of a range of 

– called Alice-SC and UniScan – that can be used to receive

and process image data from an ever widening range of Earth

Observation satellites;

Development of a range of such as ScanReceiver;

ScanMagic; ScanEx Processor; and ScanEx Catalog Manager that can

carry out the reception, processing and archiving of the image data

that is acquired from the various satellites mentioned above.

The reception, processing, archiving and sale of 

that is being acquired by ScanEx’s own in-house operated network of

ground receiving stations that are located in strategic positions within

Russia is now another major activity. These stations acquire data from

the various Indian (IRS-1C, P-5 and P-6); French (SPOT-2 and -4); Israeli

(EROS-A and –B); and American (Terra and Aqua) optical satellites and

the two radar satellites (Radarsat-1 and Envisat) that have been men-

tioned above.

The development of such as ‘Kosmosnimki’ and

‘Transparent World’ is now being carried out on the basis of space-

borne image data. These portals are intended to provide low-cost space

imagery to educational establishments and to non–government organi-

sations (NGOs), particularly those concerned with environmental moni-

toring activities.

Ground Receiving Stations
The ground stations receive weather satellite imagery. However they

do so using the higher resolution (1 km GSD) HRPT digital data from the

AVHRR-type scanners that is being transmitted at the 1.7 GHz frequency (in

L-band in the microwave spectrum) from several different satellites. These

include the European MetOp and Chinese FengYun satellites, as well as the

NOAA series. Each Alice-SC station utilizes a reflecting dish antenna with a 1.2

m diameter [Fig. 1] that can track the satellites instead of employing the sim-

ple non-tracking pole type of antenna that was used with the older Liana

ground stations that had been supplied previously by ScanEx. Besides the

actual receiving unit, each Alice-SC unit is supplied with an interface board

that is installed in the PC that will be used by the customer to store and pro-

cess the image data. Over 30 of these Alice-SC stations are in current use.

Most are located within Russia, but two stations have been installed abroad

in Almaty, Kazakhstan and in Jos, Nigeria respectively. Prior to the introduc-

tion of the Alice-SC stations, the company supplied its so-called ScanEx sta-

tion to undertake this type of HRPT data acquisition. Over 30 of these earlier

models are still in current operation. 

The most versatile of the ground stations that are being manufactured

currently by ScanEx are its series. These stations can carry out

the reception of the digital imagery that is being sent at very high data

rates from those medium-resolution and high-resolution optical and radar

satellites that are transmitting their signals within the frequency range 8

to 8.4 GHz in the X-band. Thus, in practice, the UniScan stations can receive

the data that is being transmitted from a wide range of satellites – from

the relatively low-resolution (250 m to 1 km) image data that is being gen-

erated by the MODIS scanners on-board the Terra and Aqua satellites to

the very high-resolution image data (0.7 m) that is being generated by

the EROS satellites. There are two models in the series – the UniScan-24

which utilizes a tracking antenna equipped with a parabolic dish that is

2.4 m in diameter and the UniScan-36 which uses a similar type of anten-

na that is 3.1 m in diameter [Fig. 2]. A mobile version of the UniScan has

also been developed with the control equipment mounted in a caravan

[Fig. 3].

Around 40 UniScan stations are currently in operation. Of these, ten are capa-

ble of receiving data from Radarsat-1; indeed seven of them have already

been certified and accepted into operational service by the Canadian Space

Agency (CSA) and the MDA Geospatial Services company that actually oper-

ates the Radarsat-1 satellite. A further eight stations located within Russia are

capable of receiving data from the SPOT-2 and -4 satellites. Of course, the

operators of these ground stations need to pay the appropriate licence fees

to the spacecraft operators to ensure that they can receive data from these

satellites. This licensing can be arranged by ScanEx for the operators of

UniScan stations within Russia and the CIS countries. Besides these stations,

further UniScan stations are being operated abroad in Spain, Iran and the

United Arab Emirates.

In summary, one notes that ScanEx has installed over 200 ground receiving

stations of various types over the last twenty years and is now a major play-

er in this particular field. Certainly the development of these stations has

allowed a large number of users within Russia and the CIS countries to have

direct or rapid access to a wide range of imagery from foreign spacecraft for

their own specific purposes. The installed networks of ground receiving sta-

tions within Russia include those set up by the Federal Department of Hydro

Meteorology & Environmental Monitoring (Roshydromet); the Ministry of

Natural Resources; the Ministry for Civil Defence, Emergencies and Disaster

Response (EMERCOM); and the Ministry of Higher Education. All of these net-

works cover the whole of the Russian Federation, but each acquires only the

specific types of imagery that are required to undertake its particular mis-

sion. It really is a quite astonishing development, especially given the large

financial investment that has been made and its high dependence on the

supply of non-Russian imagery.

Software
As noted above, ScanEx offers a fairly comprehensive range of software

for use with its ground receiving stations. is an easy-to-use

but fairly powerful package for viewing, processing and analyzing 
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Fig. 3 – (a) The ScanEx mobile ground station with the Alice-SC and UniScan dish antennas located in the background. (b) Showing the electronics and computer equipment

that is used to receive and process the data inside the caravan of the mobile ground station.

[a] [b]



spaceborne imagery. The is based on

Microsoft Windows and carries out all the preliminary and basic process-

ing operations on the acquired imagery. In addition, a range of modules

is available with this package to carry out image classification; 3D mod-

elling and visualization; DEM generation from stereo-imagery; etc., togeth-

er with a software development kit that includes standard mathematical

functions, operators and filters. ScanEx has also developed packages for

use with specific types of spaceborne imagery. Examples are the 

that is designed to carry out the processing of

SAR image data acquired from the Canadian Radarsat-1 and the 

that carries out similar operations on the

SAR data generated from the ASAR system installed on ESA’s Envisat. For

SPOT optical image data, ScanEx has developed its 

. An additional product that has a more general application is

the software package, which is based on the use of neural

networks and can be used to carry out the advanced thematic analysis of

spaceborne image data. Special training courses are run by ScanEx to

ensure that users can use each of these different packages in an efficient

manner. Besides which, the International MODIS/AIRS Processing Package

has been ported by ScanEx to run under the MS Windows oper-

ating system and is available free from the ScanEx Web site www.scanex.ru.

Spaceborne Image Data Reception & Supply
As mentioned above, ScanEx has also implemented its own in-house net-

work of ground receiving stations comprising UniScan stations that are

located in Moscow, Irkutsk (on Lake Baikal) and Magadan (on the Sea of

Okhotsk). In total, they provide more or less complete coverage of Russia

[Fig. 4]. I was able to visit the Moscow Archive and Reception Center

(MARC) which is housed on the eighth floor of a tall multi-storey building,

mainly occupied by electronics companies, which is located within the

Rumyantsevo Business Park in the Leninsky District, 45 km south-west of

Moscow’s city centre. This accommodation houses the Center’s planning,

operations and image evaluation teams, alongside the massive data

archive, which stores several tens of terabytes of data. Also housed with-

in the Center are the customer team, who provide information to cus-

tomers on data availability and take orders for imagery, and the data pro-

cessing team, who actually execute these orders. Other specialist teams

in the Center carry out analyses of imagery and prepare reports for gov-

ernment agencies, NGOs and large commercial companies under various

grants or contracts.

The three receiving antennas installed at MARC have been placed on the

roof of the tall building to provide the widest possible field of view 

[Fig. 5]. The ground stations in Irkutsk and Magadan are under remote

control from the MARC facility via the Internet and can receive data from

much the same range of satellites as the Moscow station. The Irkutsk sta-

tion is located in a facility that is shared with a government environmen-

tal monitoring agency and also has three antennas, while the Magadan

station has a single antenna. As much processing as possible is done

locally on-site at these remote stations in order to keep down the vol-

umes of data that have to be transmitted over the Internet to the central

archive at MARC. Image data from the MODIS, SPOT and IRS satellites is

acquired routinely and placed in the archive, whereas the high-resolution

image data from EROS satellites and the SAR data from Radarsat-1 are

only acquired for those areas for which an order has been placed. 

Geo-Portals
ScanEx has played a big role in the establishment of geo-portals within

Russia. These portals are based on the use of a seamless mosaic of space-

borne imagery covering a huge area of the Earth’s surface (at first within

Russia) that can be accessed via the Internet. One of these geo-portals is

(www.transparentworld.ru/en). Its stated aim is to pro-

vide access to a wide range of spaceborne imagery on the part of NGOs

and educational establishments that often do not have the financial

resources to purchase such imagery at normal commercial rates. To meet

this objective, it has established a series of image libraries in collabora-

tion with a number of interested NGOs. The library contains

3,000 images that cover Russia, a large part of Asia and the northern half

of South America. The library contains over 1,300 scenes cov-

ering Western and Central Russia, Eastern Europe and the CIS countries of

Central Asia. The library contains over 5,000 scenes that mainly

cover Russia and parts of Canada. Specific projects that have been imple-

mented under the Transparent World banner include the production of an

atlas of the UN World Heritage sites in Russia that has been published

with the support of the Moscow Department of Education and the publi-

cation of a number of guide books to areas of special interest to tourists.

The geo-portal (www.kosmosnimki.ru/index_eng.html) is a

continuously updated map service which provides users with access to

on-line maps and associated tools. The ‘Kosmosnimki’ geo-portal is also

an Internet shop that allows users to inspect, select and buy images of

the Earth on-line. It is updated on a regular basis using images that have

been acquired by the ScanEx ground receiving station network. Certainly,

when I tried it out, it worked extremely well and very smoothly for the

Moscow region in a similar manner to that of Google Earth, with the high-

est resolution (Ikonos) images having been supplied by the European

Space Imaging company. It also operated very well for the Volga region

based on imagery from the Indian IRS satellites. Furthermore it is worth

noting that ScanEx also operates two on-line Internet sites on its own

account. The first of these two sites http://catalog.scanex.ru is an on-line

catalogue of the image data that is stored in ScanEx’s archive, which also

allows the images selected by a user to be ordered and purchased [Fig.
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Fig. 4 – This map shows the location and coverage of each of the three ground 

receiving stations forming ScanEx’s commercial ground station network.

Fig. 5 – This picture shows the various antennas that are mounted on the roof of 

the Moscow Archive & Reception Center (MARC).
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6]. The second site http://eostation.scanex.ru provides a Web-based interface

to the EOS Direct Broadcast Satellite Ground Station that is operated by ScanEx

and receives MODIS data at its Moscow site. It provides very detailed infor-

mation about the satellite schedules, the archived data and the station’s char-

acteristics and has an excellent gallery of selected MODIS images [Fig. 7].

Conclusion
ScanEx is a real success story, the company having grown steadily over the

twenty years of its existence to the point where it now markets a wide port-

folio of products for the reception and processing of spaceborne imagery.

Besides which, it has also developed a powerful network of ground receiving

stations that is being used to acquire image data of Russia for sale to an

ever expanding market. It is also making strong educational efforts to popu-

larize the use of spaceborne imagery within Russia through its active involve-

ment in the development of geo-portals. 
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Fig. 6 – A MetOp image of the Caucasus Mountains that has been acquired using an

Alice-SC ground receiving station.

Fig. 7 – This MODIS image shows the extent of sea ice in the Kara Sea. At top left is the

southern part of the island of Novaya Zemlya, leading to Vaigach Island and the 

mainland of Northern Russia. At right is the Yamal Peninsula with the Gulf of the 

River Ob acting as its eastern boundary.


